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About This Game

Eldervale is a survival horror game reminiscent of early 2000's classics. Many elements will be instantly familiar to veterans,
while also introducing newcomers to the genre. Exploration and atmosphere is key, supported by varied gameplay like puzzle
solving, combat, stealth and resource management. The game builds up story and mechanics throughout it's 3-4 hour playtime

until the end.

Story

Ophelia Delaney is a young woman haunted by the early childhood she spent with her parents in the town of Alder Stow. The
Delaney family owned a large estate for generations, which was used for many things during the 20th century. All the horrible
events that took place there remain unknown. Ophelia was forced to leave town and move to her aunt who raised her. Now, 10
years later, she is tormented by images from the past, suppressed memories and lucid dreams. Those closest to her suggested
increasingly radical treatments. After those failed, Ophelia was sure that she can only be cured where she was born. She must

return to the Delaney Institution.

Gameplay

The pillars of classic survival horror are alive and well in Eldervale. You must explore and navigate creepy environments with
the help of maps and consumables you collect. To open up new paths, you have to solve puzzles and overcome obstacles. While

initially the Institution may seem deserted, you will find yourself fighting, running or hiding to survive soon enough.
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Explore a large, interconnected level filled with deadly secrets.

Fight, escape or sneak past more than a dozen types of enemies and dangers.

Collect and manage items to aid your survival.

Solve diverse puzzles and obstacles.

Piece together the past of the Delaney Institution and it's residents.

Meet other characters and decide their fate.

Unlock multiple endings, alternate costumes, achievements and more !

About the Project

As a solo developer and a devout fan of survival horror, Eldervale is a passion project with the goal of reinvigorating a genre I
feel is underrepresented in today's market. That said, Eldervale is much more than paying respects to the classics : It puts it's

own twist on the genre, making it more accessible to new players as well as nostalgic for veterans. I hope you will enjoy, so I can
continue putting hard work in for a genre I love.
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Title: Eldervale
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Solkitte
Publisher:
Solkitte
Release Date: Spring 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or AMD Radeon R7 260

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Penkura Patch 0.1.1.4.3:
Dev-Com.
In patch 0.1.1.4.3 we focused on the map system, improvements to camera rendering and tweaks to animations, UI, Sound.
Playable area in Penkura is getting larger and larger and with soon to be added new biome that will dramatically increase
playable area we needed to improve the map system with much-needed markers/pointers.
We are still improving camera shaders and save system hoping to speed up the game even more without loss of any graphical
quality. Game should be much sharper less blurry when moving at high speed and most of all, it should load/save faster.

And as always, for more information about the updates, progress and known bugs please join our Discord Community.

LINK ----> https://discord.gg/2ukYHQm

--------------------------------------------------------------
Patch 0.1.1.4.3
--------------------------------------------------------------

BUG FIXES:

- Location text, time text, and Status text (appearing in key events) slow down the game till it disappears.

- On rare occasion, an incoming message window didn't disappear after the end of the call.

- 3D map can't be interacted with if we interacted with any 3d user interface such as MMC or CCC.

--------------------------------------------------------------

IMPROVEMENTS/CHANGES/ADDITIONS:

- Map system will now show each discovered point of interests.

- Markers in the map system will now display their name when hovered over.

- Map system will now show each OWNED bots/drones.

- Added legend to map.

- Update to object highlight system (improved system should showcase object name much more clearly and display an icon
showcasing what effect will be done to the object)

- Improvements to camera render and antialiasing (objects, particle effects, and light effects should be much sharper putting
fewer strains on the eyes)

- Player and points of interest markers now show their correct name when hovered over.

- Points of interest adjust marker icon depending on type.

- Points of interests text and animation adjusted to the new optimize system.

- Save system will now check if any points of interest were discovered and save properly.

- Added animation and graphical improvement to call message.

- Added sound informing the player of an incoming message.
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- Player request changes to tutorial message font. (bigger and easier to read font)

- Added animation to the tutorial message window.

- Dialog system NPC text will now estimate the speed of the voiceover and implement speed according (for performance sake
this effect have a small power in the background calculation which may lead to text becoming slightly faster or slower)

--------------------------------------------------------------. Jewel Match Solitaire Winterscapes is coming soon!:
We are delighted to publish Suricate Software’s holiday-themed game on Steam. The wintery locations and engaging gameplay
will keep everyone entertained on days when you just want to hunker down beside a cosy fire.”

Please wishlist it here:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993780/Jewel_Match_Solitaire_Winterscapes/. Fixed Client crash in windows 64:
Some customers reported a the client sometimes crashed on startup in win64. This should be fixed now. FIXED: Crashes
happening on Steam accounts for MCVS:

Hey community!

A hotfix is now available for all players to remedy the issue of the game crashing on Steam.

Please make sure you've updated your game to the latest hotfix version in order to apply this fix.

Feel free to reach out to us via Customer Care or in the Discussions section here should you have any other feedback to share!. 
alpha v.8M:
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-You can now change the color combination of large structures
-Improved main base design
-Improved fixable bases design
-Fixed fixable bases saving issues
-Fixed missing footstep sounds when walking on platforms/inside
- LOD system added to large structures (optimization improvement)
-New compass design
-Improved map UI
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